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About This Game

Using groundbreaking new animation technology, MotionScan, that captures every nuance of an actor's facial performance in
astonishing detail, L.A. Noire is a violent crime thriller that blends breathtaking action with true detective work to deliver an
unprecedented interactive experience. Search for clues, chase down suspects and interrogate witnesses as you struggle to find

the truth in a city where everyone has something to hide.

Amid the post-war boom of Hollywood's Golden Age, Cole Phelps is an LAPD detective thrown headfirst into a city drowning
in its own success. Corruption is rampant, the drug trade is exploding, and murder rates are at an all-time high. In his fight to

climb the ranks and do what's right, Phelps must unravel the truth behind a string of arson attacks, racketeering conspiracies and
brutal murders, battling the L.A. underworld and even members of his own department to uncover a secret that could shake the

city to its rotten core.

L.A. Noire is the first videogame to be honored as an Official Selection by the Tribeca Film Festival.
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I'd like to share a tale of the great nation of Portugal.

Created a powerful alliance between Portugal, USA, Canada, Mexico, and the UK.

Started to improve the economy and create jobs.

Began to purchase technology and military hardware from allied nations.

The world begins to go into chaos. South Korea begins an invasion of North Korea, Japan declares war on China, Germany
invades Poland?! (in the year 2021). France, Italy, Denmark declare war on Germany. Germany annexes Denmark. Ukraine
declares war on Poland. Poland ceased to exist. Portugal seeks opportunity and finds it when the nations of Northern Africa
begin to enter a chaotic period of war.

Portugal invades Morocco and Algeria with assistance from Canada, Mexico, USA, UK, and Iceland???? Portugal annexes
Morocco and Algeria, whilst Germany ceases to exist divided in half between Ukraine and the Netherlands which somehow
found its way into the war.

France declares war on Italy and begins to lose, when suddenly Spain joins France in the invasion of Italy, but Italy and Portugal
share a Mutual Defense agreement and thus, Portugal declares war on Spain while Italy fights France.

Spain is almost no longer a nation. Portugal prepares for annexation.

With the Italian and British allies fighting in the north of Europe, Portugal aims its sights at expansion across Africa.

All hail, la nacion de Portugal.. A very cute game.... I've giving this a "no," even though I want to give it a "maybe" or a "yes."

As a HOG. it's very good. The graphics are outstanding, including the HO scenes. The music and sound effects fit the theme
well, and the story, while nothing special, is enough to keep you playing. The game tries some interesting departures from
traditional HOGs with some minor spell crafting involved.

The reason I'm split about this game, even though I thought it was good, is that the version on Steam is missing a chapter which
takes place during the story before you reach the finale. Why the chapter is not included with the Steam version or wasn't
included (was removed) in the original game is beyond me. The HO scenes are well detailed, fairly difficult, but the developer
thought it was a good idea to include a strong light source in "every" scene, causing lens flare, which can be difficult on the eyes,
and then thought it would be a good idea to hide objects within that flare forcing you to stare at the light source to try and find
them. The game is of average length for a HOG but ends abruptly with a "to be continued," and there's no sign of a sequel yet,
so you don't even get a conclusion to the story.

It's a solid HOG, but if you want the complete experience, try to buy the special edition somewhere, and wait until there is a
sequel and the story continues before starting what is merely just the first chapter.. shotgun machine broke. I do not know why
people here on steam are complaining about this game engine. CRYENGINE is an awesome engine with a learning curve that
people will realize how powerful it can be. I highly recommend everyone to subscribe this engine, if you are really determined
to create CRYENGINE games, before making any reaction how bad it is. There are plenty of tutorials available at crydev.net
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and video lessons like YouTube, etc. I understand the only drawback for using this game engine would be the lack of
programming knowledge.

CRYENGINE supports C++, Lua, and Python programming languages. However with the improvement of CRYENGINE's
flowgraph system, it actually makes gaming development more understandable and fun. I personally like how the documentation
explains the new AI flowgraph behavior scripting system that allows AI characters to behave or interact. Because it generally
uses the updated Modular Behavior Tree (MBT) system, it is considered a great learning experience to understand how AI
behaviors work, along scripting with Lua and flowgraph.

The terrain generator tool is also awesome. Developing real-time terrain geometry has never been so much fun, unlike UDK's
terrain generating system. The terrain generator is simple to use, painting terrain grounds, flora, and trees without any hesitation
. UDK terrain generator system does not have those simple features as CRYENGINE does.

I had purchased all CRYENGINE's PacktPub books in eBook format and they are all great reference books for game
developers who are interested in knowing more about the CRYENGINE.

I personally believe that CRYENGINE is the best engine for creating real-time open environments. UDK, on the other hand, is
only good for creating closed-end environments. However, CRYENGINE can also develop closed-end environments, but
renders beautifully with high level of detail.

Before subscribing to CRYENGINE, you must have a mid-to-high end GPU graphics card, like NVIDIA GeForce GTX or
AMD Radeons to experience CRYENGINE'S real-time performance. It should work fine on PCs with intel i5\/i7 or AMD FX
processors with 8GB ram or above.

BIG TIP: SAVE OFTEN!. Kismet takes full advantage of the Unreal 4 engine. Its beautiful design and fluid animation is
eclipsed only by the attention to fine, mystical detail. This is one of the most polished experiences I've had the pleasure of
playing.

Inside the game you have the options of having yout personal tarot read or an astrology fortune told based on your birthday. Or,
if you wish, you can play an ancient board game with the mysterious teller among the ancient, sand-worn ruins of egypt.

Kismet will be someshing I plan to visit again and again, as long as fortune continues to favor me.. In short: Incredibly clever,
expertly designed, fun (and funny) and stuffed full of so much heart it confuses medical science to this day

Mike Dies is a tricky platformer that really shows how simple mechanics can have plenty of depth. The game is mainly divided
into a large number of challenge rooms\/platforming puzzles, and every handful plays with a certain mechanic. Each mechanic
is introduced and then iterated on in subsequent rooms, cleverly advancing in difficulty and evolving into challenges with
different skill demands. Every room is given a name (usually jokes or subtle references) , and many of the challenge rooms
evolve in surprising and humorous ways.

No two rooms feel the same. Every single one uses their mechanical theme in a different or more advanced way. I seriously
can't gush enough about how amazing it feels to play!

There's a good number of secrets hidden throughout the various rooms, and it seriously blew my mind when I figured out how to
access some of them. That "A-ha!" feeling is very much in there, and I don't come by that too often these days.

Mike Dies just feels right. The only real hit against it to me are the visuals don't have much diversity (though this doesn't detract
from the experience much). The bosses are on the easier side, but I think they provide a challenging evolution of their individual
mechanics without devolving into frustrating repitition (dying is easy, but checkpoints are generous). The secret rooms of the
game provide a handy amount of challenge anyhow.

Bottom line: Under a modest exterior Mike Dies will show you a rarely-seen level of design and a good time as well! Get out
there and die some Mikes!

(Oh, and my steam time isn't accurate, my ending time is about 4:30? None of it's wasted or filler; solid, sharp stuff all the way
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through. This bat ain't corked, yo.)
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Don't let the bad reviews full you, its a great game.

At its base, you got a villager sim game that has a lot of room to grow on. The developers seem passionate about fixing whats
wrong with this game, and I do find it quite fun. I would say in about a month, it will be a great addition to your steam library..
honestly a pr nice little game, you gotta give it to the dev, too bad it hasnt gotten more interest but it really is quite fun. Its a fun
dungeon crawler that can be of varied length depending on how many bosses you decide to tackle. you can take on all the bosses
in the game and their levels (I think there is 10, maybe a few more), or you can settle for as little as 3 bosses completed and still
finish the run. This game is also a real time hack n' slash rouguelike. It isnt turnbased, so even if you dont have all of the perks,
the game is completeable on runs where your rune grid is not as upgraded. However the rune system while fun, needs a lot of
work. The process of fitting runes into a grid to get permanent upgrades is insanely fun but the UI needs work. I think all runes
are 3 coins, but new tiles are only 1 and there is nothing to indicated prices. There is also no way to preview the shape of a rune
before you buy it which is a major drawback. While we are on the subject of drawbacks, the controls for the left analog stick
movement get permanently stuck to the right and i know its not my controller. Going to the options and changing to control pad
movement is a good enough solution for me though. Overall I had fun with this game. :-). Good but not great excuse to boot up
the base game. The collector ships and Mosquito give the game a new feel and there's a plethora of achievements and objectives
that give the game an RPG element. Creating ships isn't that intriguing but it's a nice added bonus rather than a selling point..
The Curse of Yendor is a classic dungeon crawling RPG.

Fun Game to play. you can pick from warrors. mage, Thief classes. this game is very much like a NetHack in someways but
more newer kind of game.

Cant go wrong 3 pounds for a game which is so much fun.. This not a strategy game, it is a moblie game relying almost entirly
on scripted events and bull---- starting balance proportions to feign difficuly. Its boring, frustrating and has all the stragetic
depth of a limp d--k.
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